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ABSTRACT. Tho general equation governing the radial pulsations of an infinite 
(jylmdoj' having volume currents has been derived and tho integral formulae for tho frequency 
ot [julsationa are deduced for two models of current density, viz., (i) circular currents and (ii) 
lino currents. I t  is  found that tho cylinder remains dynamically stable for tho two 
models o f ouiTont system s.
Tho pulsations of an infinitely long cylindrical mass are of great significance 
tor the cosmic bodies, e.g., spiral arm, solar ion streams etc. Chandrasekhar 
and Fermi (1953) have investigated tho radial pulsations of such cylindrical 
masses m the presence of axial magnetic field. In the present note we investigate 
a similar problem in the presence of volume currents following the method adopted 
111 our oailier paper (Talwar and Tandon, 1956) for the radial pulsations of spheri- 
ual mass. Here, two special eases, /i) circular currents and (li) axial lino currents 
are discussed.
The equation of continuity and motion for the cylindrical fluid subjected to 
electromagnetic field can be written in tho form
40
r p dr 
T„' p '  dr^ (1)
and
llei c all the physical quantities have their usual meaning and the electromagnetic 
field vectors H  and j  satisfy the usual Maxwellian relations, viz.,
curl H =  471/ 
317
... (3)
and
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div / /  — 0 (4)
Distinguishing the values of various parameters for the equilibrium con- 
figuration by a subscript zero, we write
r =  r^+8r, p  =  Po-\-Sp, p =  Po-j-Sp 
H  ~  and j  — Jo -j- <5j
The variations in these parameters are assumed to bo small so th a t the powers 
higher than the first can be neglected.
The equation (1) then gives
1 d
Taking the various terms in equation (2) in turn, we get
d^r _ d'^8r
2Gm(r) ^  ^  2Gm(r^)'■») o ( l  -
and
dp _ dp dr^  ^
dr dr^ dr
=  ^^0 / 1 \ I dSp
dr^ \ d r ^ r  dr^
B ut for the equilibrium configuration equation (2) gives
di^ Q ro
and hence
. .  (0)
.. (7)
...(H)
(»)
( 10)
(11)
Now,
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I -  1 5 ^
dr^ dr^ L  ^ , Since ^  =  F (a>diabatic pulsations)Po I Vq Po
= -r  ! -
X v I rW '- ) ( 12)
and hence equation (11) becomes
X li k  k ' ^ T . k
Substituting equations (7), (8) and (13) in equation (2), we obtain, alter some 
siinplications.
(13)
^^0 ^^0 0^ Pq ■^1^0 -* ^^0
J_ r 4 (1 -F ) Gm{r )^ ,, , 1+2F (joX//o) rad^ i 
^  L Vp, Tp,
I ^Vo I t  1 L(<^ / X / / q) -|~ (/o X ^//)] retdtwf
whore we have pu t
(14)
=  0
(15)
The change in the magnetic field, SH, following the notion is given, (in a medium 
of uifinite electrical conductivity), by " ,
S H  = curl (^r X //)+(<^r . grad) H (16)
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In any particular configuration where Jq and H q fl-ro knowUj the change Sj m 
current density, following the motion, can be evaluated by using equation (l(j) 
in conjunction with equation (3). Substituting the values of S f i  and Sj thus ol). 
tamed, in equation (14), we get the required equation for the radial pulsations 
of a cylindrical fluid, valid for all sorts of current system. We shall now deduco 
expressions for the frequency of pulsations in two special cases of current density. 
Case (i) : Circular currents;
Let us consider th a t the circular currents are of the form
so th at H  =  { 0 ,0 , I
.. (17)
i... (IK)
and thus the only non-vanishing component for the change in the magnetic held 
following motion will be given by,
... (19)
hero i f  is a constant and It is the radius of the cylinder. Further, if  ^ is assumed 
to be constant in space then
(20)
and the change Sj in current density (following motion) is given by
-  (ai)
Thus the pulsation equation (14) yields
(T% =  4 ( r - l )  . < ?W o +  X (j.X H .) radial . . .  (22)
Multiplying equation (22) by and integrating over the entire mass, we obtajii 
(omitting the subscript zero)
JH
<r*. j r»dm = 2(r-l)GfJf“+2(2-r) .(jy.H )dT ... (23)
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where dr is the volume element. wNow
J r . ( j xf l ) r fT =
48
=  2 [ dT =  m  («ay)
Tims wo have
o-a I dm =  2(r - l) t? M ‘M“4(2~r)jHll
Tl. can readily be shown for the equilibrium configuration 
j r . { jxH )d r  =  G M '^-~2{T-l)V
(24)
(25)
(26)
whore U is the internal energy of the system. Substituting equation (26) ni 
equation (23) we obtain the expression for frequency of pulsation in terms of the 
internal energy, viz.,
M
0-2 (  r H m ^  - i ( 2 - V ) ( V - \) V + 2 Q M ^  ... (27)
m
0-2 I  rHm  =  4 (r-J  )2[7+2 (  r- ( jXH)dT ... (28)
V
An expression similar to th a t of equation (28) was obtained earlier by Chandra­
sekhar and Fermi (1953)..
( a^so (ii). Lino currents.
Let us consider the case in which the current density j  is t onstant in the cy­
linder and is of the form
y = ( ( 0 , 0 , £ )  ... (29,
vihere K  is constant. The magnetic field will then be given by
H = ^{0 ,K r ,0 )  ... (30)
For such a configuration
W  -  - $ H
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and
=  - 2 f j  ... (31)
where |  is a constant in space. Substituting these values in equation (14) we liud
< r« | =  2 ( r - l ) ( ? J l P - 2 ( r - l )  j  r . ( j x H ) d T  ... (32)
V
Using equation (26), we get
M
(T^   ^ r<‘dm  =  ^ T - ^ ) ^ U  .. .  (33)
as an expression for the frequency of pulsations in the presence of lin^ currents 
in terms of internal energy, U . I t  can readily be shown th a t r. { jx  H) is a 
negative quantity and hence the cylinder will be dynamically stable. \
Equations (25) and (32) clearly show th a t the cylinder is stable fo^ radial 
pulsations in the presence of circular as well as line currents. The lateral in­
stability of the incompressible infinitely long cylindrical fluid mass has recently 
been discussed by Aulnek and Kothari (1957). They have also shown that the 
magnetic field in general has a stabilizing effect.
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